The aircraft dispatcher is critical to air travel safety and a viable career option for many aviators. With this book, prepare for the FAA oral and practical exam to earn the Aircraft Dispatcher certificate.

Reducing aviation fuel use is an ongoing goal for military and civil operators, and Air Mobility Command is feeling the pressure to meet a 20 percent reduction in fuel consumption by March 2012, it must continue to pursue cost-effective options to reduce fuel use even further.

* A comprehensive study guide providing pilots the answers they need to excel on their technical interview * Features a wealth of charts, figures and tables * Culled from interviewing practices of leading airlines worldwide * Includes interviewing tips and techniques

The aircraft environmental control systems, the sources of chemical and biological contaminants in aircraft cabins, and ... some recommendations for potential approaches for improving cabin air quality and a surveillance and research program.

Although poor air quality is probably not the hazard that is foremost in peoples’ minds as they board planes, it has been ... of the air that they breathe. The Airliner Cabin Environment and the Health of Passengers and Crew examines in detail

This is an illustrated technical guide to the Boeing 737 aircraft. Containing concise explanatory notes, tips, facts and points of interest on all aspects of this highly successful aircraft and showing its technical evolution from its early days in the 1960s through to the latest advances in the MAJ. The book provides detailed descriptions of systems, interior and external components, their locations and functions, together with all necessary notes and technical specifications. It is illustrated with over 500 photographs, diagrams and schematics. Chris Bray has written the book after many years developing and supporting the Boeing 737 throughout its life, working with pilots, airlines and engineers as the most authoritative source of information freely available about the 737.

It is a vital resource for pilots, engineers, technicians, from the most recent update of maintenance information.

Although poor air quality is probably not the hazard that is foremost in peoples’ minds as they board planes, I have been a sensor for years. Passengers have complained about dry skin, nose throat, asthma, headaches, and other symptoms. Flight attendants have especially related symptoms about the safety of the air they breathe. The Editors: Calvin Shrammend and the Health of Passengers and Crew examines in detail

The book provides some recommendations for potential approaches for improving pilot and cabin crew wellness and research program.

A comprehensive study guide providing pilots the answers they need to excel on their technical interview. Features nearly 500 potential questions (and answers) that may be asked during the technical interview for pilot positions. "Will save sponsors from high anxiety through early pre-panel training." Tailored for interview experiences at leading airline worldwide. Includes interviewing tips and techniques.

Reducing aviation fuel use is an ongoing goal for military and civil operators. and Air Mobility Command is feeling the pressure to meet a 20 percent reduction in fuel consumption by March 2012, it must continue to pursue cost-effective options to reduce fuel use even further.

The aircraft dispatcher is critical to air travel safety and a viable career option for many aviators. With this book, prepare for the FAA oral and practical exam to earn the Aircraft Dispatcher certificate.